
TikTok TopView Ad Specs 
Technical Specification Requirement

Video Video file format: MP4, MPEG, 3GP, AVI, or MOV
Size: less than 100MB
Video ratios: 9:16 aspect ratio, ≥540*960px, and
Supported length: 5s-60s; recommend 15-second video.
Bitrate: higher than 2,500 kbps
Place key elements like ad copy and CTA in the center of the video. 
Otherwise it may be covered by in-app icons. Please check TikTok safe
No watermarks (including the TikTok watermark) are allowed in the 
video creative.

Do not place logos or ad copy outside the TikTok 
safe zone
All video creative must have a background sound
Advertiser is responsible for the video quality.  
Video content should be localised

Ad Caption Length: 4-60 characters, or less than 3 lines, up to 20 characters per      
line. Otherwise ad caption may not be shown in full length. 
Please consider the character limitation for different languages, such   as 
Hindi and Thai. Hashtags, space or punctuation will all be counted   as 
characters. 
If using emoji, use emoji v.11. Note: emoji might look different   across 
different devices and operating systems.

Hashtags are not allowed as part of the ad captions, 
unless the Advertiser is running a Hashtag 
Challenge on TikTok.

CTA (Optional) Advertisers have 9 copywriting options for the CTA button. 
Customisation is not supported.
CTA Options include - download now, learn more, shop now, sign up, 
contact us, apply now, book now, join challenge, watch now 
The default CTA will be learn more

In a monetised country, the default copywriting 
language will be the corresponding native 
language
In a non-monetised country, the default 
copywriting language will be English
The CTA language can be changed at "Language 
Setting" of APP

URL TikTok URL
In-Feed ads can link out to TikTok internal URL, such as Hashtag 
Challenge Page/Video Page/Music Page/Account Page 
Advertiser needs to provide the internal URL address. To get the URL, 
click the 'Share' button on TikTok, and copy the generated link.

Webview URL
Please provide WebView URL of the landing page.
(WebView link is an in-app browser that delivers web content, and opens 
within TikTok)

The Video Page can only be an organic UGC; a 
video ad is not supported.

Official Music 
(Optional)

Cover photo: 300x300 
Photo file size: no larger than 1MB
Music format: MP3
Length: We recommend keeping the music within 15 seconds. If there is 
a Hashtag Challenge, please keep the music the same length as the 
official video.
Name of the song and singer: no more than 12 characters.
Advertiser should provide the music copyright document (proof to use 
the music)
Advertisers should sign the music authorization letter provided by 
TikTok (which proves that the Client allows TikTok to upload the music 
and TikTok users to use the music).

Official music assets should be sent at least 7 
business days in advance.

Additional info for Webview URL
Universal link is not supported in the TopView ads. Landing page dimensions should be compatible with all mobile 
devices. Advertiser is responsible for testing and improving landing page load time. Video or other elements on the landing 
page should be compatible with both iOS and Android. Preloading or autoplay on the click-through landing page is not 
supported. TikTok does not provide tests or previews of the landing page. TikTok is not responsible for any problems caused by 
the provided landing page during campaign. If a well-known person is featured in the creative, the Client must provide proof of
endorsement, related authorization, or related third-party reports. If the above requirements cannot be met, the agency is 
required to issue relevant guarantees and take corresponding responsibilities. The URL is not allowed to access the phone's 
native functionalities (i.e. camera, photo gallery, or microphone). The URL is not allowed to collect any TikTok user information 
such as username without their knowledge.
After TikTok reviews the ad, no revision of the URL content is allowed. Otherwise the ad will be shut down and TikTok won't 
provide any make-good. It is recommended to use the https protocol on the landing page. If http or other protocols are used, 
there may be a small probability that the jump is unsuccessful. As the background colour of TikTok is black, landing pages using 
the transparent background colour will be automatically changed into white. Swiping left or right on landing page has no effect.



TikTok TopView Safe Zone

One Line Caption Two Line Caption

Three Line Caption

*Mock ups based on 
720x1280 px video



TikTok TopView Checklist

TopView

Video
Ad caption
Music Authorisation
(Optional)
CTA (Optional)
URL


